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Mathematical modeling of synchronous
initiation of chromosome replication in
an Escherichia coli cell
Anna Ringheim
Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Bakterien Escherichia coli bär på genetiskt material i form av en cirkulär kromosom.
Cellerna växer och delar sig i två identiska dotterceller, men dessförinnan måste
kromosomen ha replikerats till två identiska kromosomer. Denna
kromosomreplikation är noggrant reglerad.
Vid initieringen binder proteinet DnaA till det ställe på kromosomen där replikationen
startar, oriC. Initiering kan inte ske om oriC är hemimetylerad. När kromosomen
replikeras, inkorporeras nya nukleotider, som är ometylerade, vilket leder till att de
nyreplikerade områdena blir hemimetylerade. Om oriC är hemimetylerad kan
proteinet SeqA binda och därmed inhibera att oriC blir åter-metylerad. Detta inhiberar
nya initieringar under en tid, innan oriC åter har blivit metylerad.
DnaA kan binda till många DnaA boxar på kromosomen. Under replikationen ökar
antalet bindningsställen och koncentrationen av fritt DnaA minskar. Detta förhindrar
nya initieringar. Fritt DnaA kommer så småningom att öka igen och en ny initiering
kan ske.
Tack vare att SeqA inhiberar nya initieringar en tid efter en replikationshändelse och
att den fria koncentrationen av DnaA är hög just vid initiering, kan cellen initiera
replikation vid precis rätt tidpunkt och endast en gång per generationstid.
Mitt arbete är ett försök att beskriva detta matematiskt.

Examensarbete 20 p i Molekylär bioteknikprogrammet
Uppsala universitet November 2003
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1 INTRODUCTION

acts as a positive regulator at initiation
while the SeqA protein binds to newly
replicated hemimethylated origins and
sequesters them from reinitiation.
This work is an attempt to build a
mathematical model for describing the
initiation of replication, incorporating all
the known control mechanisms that operate
at initiation. No research group has so far
succeeded in describing the combined
actions of both DnaA, SeqA and the
methylation status of oriC.

All living cells, when supplied with
enough nutrients, grow in size, replicate
their chromosomes and divide into two
daughter cells. Chromosome replication is
a highly regulated process and has been
extensively studied, especially in the
bacterium Escherichia coli (E. coli).
The E. coli genome consists of a
single circular chromosome with a unique
site, oriC, from which replication starts. At
initiation, 10-15 molecules of the initiator
protein DnaA build up a nucleoprotein
complex at oriC, thereby initiating
replication. Two replisome complexes
replicate the chromosome, proceeding
from oriC bidirectionally and at a constant
rate to the terminus region, terC. When the
cell has doubled in size, the two
chromosomes separate from each other and
the cell divides into two identical daughter
cells. The cell cycle is thereby complete
and a new round of initiation can again
take place at oriC.
The time required for completion of
replication in E. coli is called the C-period.
It remains constant (40-45 minutes) over a
wide range of growth rates. The time
period for cell division, the D-period, is 20
minutes after replication is finished. Thus,
altogether it takes about 60 minutes for a
cell to replicate its chromosome and
divide. The generation time for an E. coli
cell can vary from 20 to 150 minutes
depending on its environment. This
implies, for cells with generation times less
than C+D minutes, replication must be
initiated in the mother or grandmother
generation. These cells will harbour 2, 4 or
8 origins.
It has been shown that cells with
multiple origins initiate all their origins at
the same time in the cell cycle, i.e.
synchronously45 and only once per cell
division cycle6. This tight regulation seems
to involve the initiator protein DnaA and
mechanisms regulating its free level, as
well as the methylation status of oriC and a
protein called SeqA. The DnaA protein

1.1 Functions of the DnaA protein
The initiator protein DnaA has a central
role in the initiation of DNA replication
and has been found in all eubacteria. It has
several known functions, involving
initiation of replication and gene
repression. Its role as an initiator protein
involves both building up a large
nucleoprotein
complex13
at
oriC,
consisting of 10-15 DnaA molecules, as
well as recruiting the helicase DnaB to the
initiator site through protein-protein
interactions. It also acts as a transcription
factor30, e.g. it represses its own
transcription resulting in autoregulation of
the dnaA gene.
DnaA is thought to exist in a
complex form with either ADP or ATP,
but only the ATP form is active during
initiation43, although both ATP- and ADPforms bind to DNA in site-specific
fashions.
Most bacteria have a unique site
from which replication starts, the
replication origin, oriC. The E. coli oriC
contains five 9-mer DnaA boxes, R1-R4
and M, and an AT-rich region, containing
6-mer DnaA boxes. The 9-mer DnaA
boxes with the specific sequence 5’TTATNCACA bind DnaA with high
affinity14. The 6-mer boxes with sequence
5’-AGATCT48,49 can only bind DnaA in
complex with ATP and are therefore called
DnaA-ATP boxes. Binding to these boxes
is a low-affinity interaction49.
Several research groups have tried
to estimate the dissociation constants for
5

DnaA binding to oriC. DnaA-ATP and
DnaA-ADP bind with the same affinity
(KD between 0.6 and 50 nM) to the 9-mer
DnaA box. These values were found using
gel retardation of oligonucleotides carrying
a single DnaA box41 and by surface
plasmon resonance2. Unwinding of the
AT-rich region gives single-stranded
DnaA-ATP boxes, which bind DnaA-ATP
with intermediate affinity, KD=40 nM.
Double-stranded DnaA-ATP boxes have
affinities, ranging from high to low, with
KD values between 1 and 400 nM48. The
physiological significance of these values
can be questioned, since the experiments
are often performed under special
circumstances and in vitro.
Experiments have shown that,
throughout the cell cycle, boxes R1, R2
and R4 are protected from chemical
modifications, by their binding to DnaA.
Protection of box R3, which has the lowest
affinity for DnaA, is restricted to the time
of initiation. It is therefore thought that
binding of DnaA to R3 triggers the
initiation of replication10,40. The inactive
form of DnaA, DnaA-ADP, probably
builds up the core complex at oriC, while
DnaA-ATP binds at the time of initiation
and actively unwinds the DNA helix49. It is
not completely known what the
significance of DnaA binding to ATP or
ADP is. It is known, however, that ATP is
required for active unwinding of the ATrich region of oriC.
At initiation, by unwinding the
double helix at the AT-rich region, DnaAATP prepares oriC for loading of the DnaB
helicase and several subsequent steps. In
short, an RNA primer is synthesized and
the sliding clamp, the β-subunit of DNA
polymerase III, is loaded onto each strand
by the clamp loader, the polymerase III γsubunit24. Subsequent loading of the Pol III
holoenzyme starts the bidirectional
replication. Recruitment of the β-subunit
activates the intrinsic ATPase activity of
DnaA, hydrolysing DnaA-ATP to DnaAADP and thereby rendering DnaA
inactive22,23.

The dnaA gene has been shown to
be autoregulated by the DnaA protein1.
The gene has two promoters, both of which
generate transcripts. Located between the
promoters there is a DnaA box and a
DnaA-ATP box49. Binding of DnaA
molecules to the boxes represses the
promoters. Speck et al.49 estimated the
dissociation constant for DnaA binding to
the dnaA gene to be between 12 nM and
166 nM, depending on if DnaA is in
complex with ATP or ADP. This
experiment was done using a DNaseI
footprinting assay and the significance of
the estimates can be questioned, since the
experiment was done in vitro.
It is not known whether the free
concentration of DnaA or both free and
some bound DnaA protein autoregulate the
dnaA promoters. Studies of another
system, the bacteriophage λcI promoter,
can give some insights into the regulation
of the dnaA gene. The λcI promoter is
autoregulated not only by free protein, but
also with proteins bound several kilobases
away19.
Some evidence point at an
alternative idea, saying that autoregulation
of the dnaA gene might have minor
importance in regulating replication and
that a constitutively active dnaA gene can
substitute for an autoregulated one28,32.
Bremer and Churchward8 suggest that the
concentration of DnaA in the cell is too
low to be able to repress or autoregulate
the dnaA gene at a significant degree. The
gene can only be repressed at a higher
concentration of DnaA generated through
overexpression. Sompayrac and Maaløe
stated in the autorepressor model47 that an
ideal initiator for chromosome replication
is a protein whose concentration is held
constant independent of growth rate. Some
experimental
evidence
supports
a
constancy
of
intracellular
DnaA
concentration throughout the cell cycle39.
1.2 Initiation mass
Donachie11 discovered in 1968 that
initiation of chromosome replication in E.
6

coli always takes place at a constant cell
mass/origin,
the
initiation
mass,
irrespective of growth rate. In fast-growing
cells, the generation time of the cell is
smaller than the time required for
replication and division, the C + D periods.
These cells will initiate new rounds of
replication before the previous cell cycles
are complete, and the cells will harbour 2,
4 or 8 origins per cell (see Figure 1). This
results in higher DNA content per cell in
cells with more than one origin. The
initiation mass, i.e. the size of the cell per
oriC, is still maintained constant. In other
words the absolute mass of the cell at
initiation would be 2X, 4X or 8X that of a
slow growing cell with one oriC.
A recent paper by Donachie12
proposes a model for the regulation of the
initiation mass. It states that the ratio
between DnaA-ATP and DnaA-ADP
determines at what point the initiation
begins. It is however not based on any
experiments.
A hypothesis for explaining the
exact timing of initiation in the cell cycle is
that initially all DnaA molecules are bound
at the several hundred DnaA boxes
distributed around the chromosome. The
number of boxes increases as replication
proceeds and so does the number of DnaA
molecules through protein synthesis. When
the number of DnaA molecules exceed the
number of binding sites initiation begins.
Overexpression studies have shown
that increasing the level of DnaA protein in
E. coli results in initiations of replication
earlier and earlier in the cell cycle, with a
correspondingly lower and lower initiation
mass5.

Figure 1. The cell cycle has three periods, B (black
area), C (light grey area) and D (white area) at
generation times >60 min. Initiation of replication
(grey line) starts the C-period. The C-period ends
with termination of replication (striped line). Cell
division (black line) always occurs 20 min after
termination, the D-period. The vertical axis
indicates the generation time. The horizontal axis
indicates time after cell division. At generation
times 30-60 min, replications are initiated in the
mother generation, and at generation times <30 min
replications are initiated in the grandmother
generation (dot-lines).
The right side of the figure illustrates how
the number of replication forks increases with
decreasing generation time from, 1, 2, and finally 4
origins are fired synchronously. Termination
appears prior to initiations at generation times 2030 min and 40-60 min.
Illustration and text kindly provided by
Kurt Nordström.

1.3 Preventing overinitiation
Bacterial cells grow exponentially until
their volume and DNA content has
doubled, whereby cell division occurs and
equal amounts of chromosomal DNA are
segregated into two daughter cells.
Obviously it is very important that at least

7

along the chromosome and at low affinity
to fully methylated chromosomal DNA in
general.
During replication, when oriC goes
from fully methylated to a hemimethylated
state, SeqA binds highly cooperatively to
the 11 GATC sites in oriC. Binding of
SeqA prevents oriC from becoming
remethylated and the hemimethylated form
is thereby sequestered. Hemimethylated
oriC cannot be initiated in vivo38, so
sequestration prevents reinitiation of
already initiated oriC. Freiesleben et al.52
showed that oriC only binds DnaA
efficiently in the absence of SeqA protein.
This suggests that SeqA might interfere
with the formation of the DnaA
nucleoprotein complex at oriC.
Hemimethylated oriC is eventually
remethylated by Dam methyltransferase to
be prepared for a new round of replication.
What triggers remethylation, ending
sequestration, is not known but it might be
that the free concentration of SeqA is
lowered and therefore SeqA binding to
oriC
weakens
or
that
Dam
methyltransferase competes with SeqA for
binding to the site43.
Slater et al.46 conducted a gel
retardation experiment for determining the
dissociation constants for SeqA binding to
hemi- and fully methylated oriC as well as
to hemimethylated DNA in general. They
came to the result that at a SeqA
concentration of 5 nM and 25 nM, showed
50% retardation with hemimethylated and
fully methylated oriC, respectively. Gel
retardation experiments with SeqA binding
to hemimethylated DNA in general showed
50% retardation at a concentration of 6-9
nM SeqA. Binding of fully methylated and
unmethylated DNA in general did not
show any retardation46. Since the binding
studies were performed with purified
components, not taking into account for
example competition with DnaA for
overlapping
binding
sites,
the
interpretations of the results could be
questioned. The values show us, however,
that the affinities lie in the nanomolar

one round of replication is complete before
division, to assure that each daughter cell
receives
at
least
one
complete
chromosome. Also it is equally important
that the chromosome replication has been
initiated only once per division, for the
daughter cells to maintain a constant DNA
content. Studies performed by Boye4 on
both prokaryotes and eukaryotes showed
that all wild-type cells grown under normal
exponential conditions comply with the
“once-and-only-once” doctrine for DNA
replication.
It is thought that the main regulator
of initiation is the concentration or amount
of free DnaA in the cell28, by building up a
large enough complex of DnaA molecules
at oriC. But as soon as initiation has
started, the main challenge for the cell is to
prevent the oriC copies from initiating
once again before the cell has divided.
There are at least three proposed
mechanisms
thought
to
prevent
overinitiation in E. coli: sequestration,
titration of free DnaA and regulation of the
activity of DnaA.
1.4 Sequestration of oriC and the dnaA
gene
The E. coli chromosome is dispersed with
sites having the nucleotide base
combination GATC. In bacterial DNA the
adenines of these sites are methylated by
Dam
methyltransferase.
The
complementary GATC sites on both
strands are methylated, but during
replication unmethylated adenines are
incorporated and the sites become
hemimethylated. Most of the sites on the
chromosome will be remethylated by Dam
methyltransferase within a minute but
other sites, such as those located in oriC
and in the dnaA gene, can remain
hemimethylated for up to 1/3 of a
generation time9. The molecule responsible
for this prolonged hemimethylated state is
a protein called SeqA27,52. SeqA binds both
fully and hemimethylated oriC, but with
higher affinity to the hemimethylated form.
It also binds hemimethylated GATC sites
8

range. Recent research has shown that
interactions between at least six adjacent
GATC sites can induce binding of free
SeqA molecules to the ones that are
bound17. This might give rise to GATC
clusters showing higher affinity for SeqA
than normal.
Mutation
and
overexpression
studies of dam show that the concentration
of Dam methyltransferase has an effect on
the duration of the hemimethylated state.
Boye and Løbner-Olesen3 showed that the
concentration of Dam is critical for the
cells to coordinate the initiations of the
multiple origins. Concentrations both
below and above the wild-type level
conferred an asynchronous phenotype. The
Dam level also affects the minimum time
between successive initiations of the same
origin51, i.e. the eclipse time. The eclipse
time increased twice when reducing dam
gene expression to 1/3 of normal levels,
and decreased to about half the wild-type
level when increasing the level of Dam.
Sequestration is essential for
efficient inactivation of initiated origins.
Studies have been done both on seqA7,27
and dam3 mutants, which showed that
overinitiations occur at a significant rate if
either or both SeqA and Dam are mutated.
Sequestration is absolutely the most
important mechanism for preventing
reinitiations and exerts its function at the
time when initiation potential is still high,
before DnaA concentration has been
lowered by titration to the datA locus (see
section 1.7).
The dnaA gene is located close to
oriC and is replicated after about one
minute. When it becomes hemimethylated
at replication it will in the same way as
oriC be sequestered by SeqA for up to 1/3
of a generation time27. The gene is
inactivated and DnaA production is shut
off50. This results in a lower concentration
of DnaA during a period of time after an
initiation event.

1.5 Synchronous initiation
Skarstad et al.45 discovered that all origins
within a cell initiate replication at the exact
same time, i.e. synchronously. This can be
demonstrated by adding transcription
inhibitor rifampicin (RIF) and cell division
inhibitor cephalexin to exponentially
growing cells. This treatment blocks new
initiations of DNA replication but allows
rounds in progress to finish. The samples
are analysed by flow cytometry, yielding
histograms with discrete peaks showing
cells
with
integral
numbers
of
chromosomes.
The
number
of
chromosomes corresponds to the number
of initiated origins at the time the drug was
added45. Wild-type cells yield peaks with
2n fully replicated chromosomes (n= 0, 1,
2, 3,…), showing that the origins must
have been fired synchronously. Mutated
cells, exhibiting asynchronous phenotypes,
will yield histograms with peaks also at 3,
5, 6 and 7 chromosomes. A measure of
asynchrony is the ratio between the
number of cells with asynchronous, i.e. 3,
5, 6, 7, and the number of cells with
synchronous, i.e. 2, 4 and 8, number of
chromosomes3.
There are many conditions in which
initiation synchrony is disturbed (reviewed
in ref. 44). In dam and seqA mutants,
sequestration is impaired leading to
affected synchrony. One DnaA mutant, the
temperature-sensitive dnaA46, is defective
in its ATP binding site. This mutant
generates an asynchronous phenotype,
showing a totally random timing of
initiations5.
It is thought that the DnaA cycle is
the
primary
mechanism
keeping
synchrony18. Immediately after initiation,
oriC is sequestered, thereby prohibiting
reinitiation. Sequestration of the dnaA gene
together with the titration of DnaA leads to
a low concentration of free DnaA.
Suddenly the boxes are filled leading to a
cascade of synchronous initiations at all
available oriC copies. It has also been
suggested that right after initiation, DnaA
looses affinity for oriC and becomes free.
9

This burst of DnaA molecules can initiate
other origins, contributing to synchrony.

with high affinity and especially one site,
the datA locus, can bind exceptionally
large amounts of DnaA, about 370
molecules25. This amount is eight-fold the
amount that binds to the oriC-mioC region.
The reason for the higher binding capacity
is not known but it could be due to
competition between SeqA and DnaA
binding to overlapping sites in oriC,
whereas datA does not bind many SeqA
molecules.
Kitagawa et al.25 used fragmentretention assays to estimate the
dissociation constant for DnaA binding to
the datA site. It was estimated to be 17 nM,
compared to their measurement of KD=8.6
nM for the oriC fragment. Thus, DnaA
binds with half the affinity to the datA
fragment compared to the oriC fragment.
The physiological significance of these
estimations can be questioned, since the
experiments were done in vitro.
The replication fork reaches the
datA locus about 8 min after start,
duplicating the site before sequestration
ends. When the site is replicated, excess
amounts of free DnaA is titrated away,
reducing the initiation capacity before the
sequestration has ended. The role of datA
could be to function as a reservoir for
excess DnaA molecules until the next
initiation event34.
An increased number of datA
copies would titrate away more DnaA
molecules. But when increasing the datA
copy number moderately, the dnaA gene
answers by increasing DnaA protein
synthesis, and oriC can still be initiated at
a normal rate. However, additional
increase of the datA gene dosage cannot
derepress the dnaA gene further, and oriC
cannot be initiated at a normal frequency.
These results suggest that the number of
copies of datA, by titrating away the right
amount of DnaA, is important in regulating
the timing of initiation32. Like seqA mutant
cells, cells with a defective datA locus
show
asynchronous
initiations
of
replication. The initiation frequency is also

1.6 The eclipse period
The eclipse period is defined as the
minimum time period between two
successive initiations16,33,35. It should not
be confused with the sequestration time,
which is the time oriC is sequestered in the
hemimethylated form by SeqA binding.
The sequestration time can be up to 1/3 of
a generation time, whereas the eclipse time
for wild-type cells is considerably longer,
showing that there are other mechanisms
than sequestration contributing to the
eclipse.
Using the Meselson-Stahl density
shift experiment, Olsson et al.35 estimated
the eclipse time for wild-type cells as well
as seqA, dam and damseqA (double-)
mutants. For wild-type E. coli cells the
eclipse period measures a constant fraction
(0.60) of the generation time. This means
that oriC in wild-type cells is unavailable
for initiation 60% of the time during every
generation. In seqA, dam and damseqA
mutants the eclipse period was drastically
reduced to 0.16, 0.40 and 0.32 generation
times, respectively. SeqA and Dam
methyltransferase are thus very important
for the length of the eclipse, but since the
eclipse time is still not insignificant for all
three mutants there must be other
mechanisms than these that contribute to
the eclipse. The remaining eclipse of 0.16
generation times for the seqA mutant might
correspond to the time it takes for the
replisome to assemble at oriC. Olsson et
al.35 discovered that a reduction of the
eclipse to a value below the wild-type
eclipse resulted in the same degree of
asynchrony. The cells were either
synchronous
or
asynchronous,
no
intermediates were observed.
1.7 DnaA titration
Except for the DnaA boxes in oriC, there
are about 300 DnaA boxes along the
chromosome, to which DnaA binds with
varying affinity. Five boxes bind DnaA
10

increased in datA mutant cells compared to
wild-type cells26.

The autorepressor model, by
Sompayrac and Maaløe47 proposed a
mechanism for producing an initiator at a
constant rate independent of the growth
rate. The model couples the initiator gene
in an operon with a gene encoding an
autorepressor for that operon. A deviation
from normal expression of the operon
would lead to the same deviation in
concentration of autorepressor and a
subsequent adjustment towards normal
expression.
The inhibitor dilution model by
Pritchard et al.37 proposes a negative
control mechanism with a repressor made
immediately after initiation and diluted
when the cell grows. At initiation the
concentration of repressor is so low that a
new initiation can take place.
Bremer and Churchward argue that
the positive control mechanism would
produce a constant initiation mass, while
negative control would not.
Mahaffy29 proposed a mathematical
model focusing on the different forms of
the DnaA molecule, including the active
form of DnaA either bound to oriC, free in
the cytoplasm or bound to boxes on the
chromosome and finally an inactive pool
of DnaA.

1.8 Regulating the activity of DnaA
DnaA can bind both the nucleotides ATP
and ADP42, but only the ATP form can
actively separate the DNA strands during
initiation. Analysis of a mutant DnaA
protein, DnaAcos, showed that the reason
for its overinitiation pattern was its
incapability to inactivate DnaA-ATP.
DnaAcos cannot bind ATP and is therefore
not susceptible for normal inactivation by
hydrolysis21,31. The mutant can, despite the
absence of ATP, initiate replication by
binding to a single-stranded DnaA-binding
hairpin structure21.
The molecule found responsible for
hydrolysing DnaA-ATP was the β-subunit
of DNA polymerase III complex, the
sliding clamp. This inactivation of DnaA
after initiation reduces the initiation
capacity of DnaA.
1.9 Previous models
Bremer and Churchward8 reviewed the
different models for replication control that
have been proposed.
The “oriC model” assumes a
positively controlled mechanism, where an
initiator,
synthesized
constitutively,
accumulates at sites in oriC, triggering
initiation when all sites are filled. With a
greater number of sites to be filled the
initiation synchrony and cell cycle
precision will increase.
The “non-oriC model”, reviewed
by Bremer and Churchward8 has a
positively controlled oscillator located
outside oriC. This model is the initiator
titration model proposed by Hansen et
al.18. In this model there are about 75 sites
located close to oriC, binding DnaA with
higher affinity than oriC does. During the
cell cycle, these sites are gradually filled
with DnaA proteins, until they suddenly
are filled and newly synthesized DnaA will
bind to the sites in oriC, resulting in
initiation.

1.10 The initiator titration model
The inhibitor titration model by Hansen et
al.18 is the closest a model has come so far
in describing the initiation of chromosome
replication in E. coli. It is based on the
initiator protein DnaA and its binding sites
in oriC and the dnaA promoter and other
DnaA binding sites on the chromosome.
The model assumes DnaA to have
high affinity to DnaA boxes on the
chromosome titrating away free DnaA
proteins. The DnaA boxes are positioned in
a gradient; with increasing DnaA box
concentration the closer you get to oriC.
The DnaA box concentration will therefore
rapidly increase right after initiation of
replication. There is no biological evidence
for assuming this distribution pattern. Now
it is known that DnaA binds to DnaA
11

model is built upon, neither with any
computer simulations of the final model. It
is therefore difficult to comprehend the
mathematics of the model and to compare
them to our results.
In conclusion, the initiator titration
model shows that the titration of free DnaA
proteins is an important part of a
functioning initiator model. The model
does however not include the equally
important mechanism of SeqA and
methylation of oriC. It is also not a
complete chromosome model, including
the initiation, replication and methylation
events of a biological chromosome.

boxes spread around the chromosome and
to five loci having high affinity for DnaA,
especially the datA locus, reached after 8
minutes of replication. At the time of
developing the initiator titration model the
existence of the datA locus was not known,
but the model’s assumed DnaA box
concentration, biased towards oriC, might
imitate this.
In the model, the affinity of DnaA
for DnaA boxes on the chromosome is
greater than its affinity for oriC, limiting
initiation to occur only if all DnaA boxes
are filled. DnaA protein bound to DnaA
boxes is pushed off during replication and
can rebind when DNA has regained its
“normal topology”. This transient increase
of free DnaA after initiation will increase
the probability of initiating another origin
in a cell with multiple origins. It is not
known if DnaA actually is released at
replication, even though this could
contribute to initiation synchrony.
The model makes newly initiated
oriC refractory to reinitiation until the site
has regained “normal topology”, i.e.
supercoiling and methylation. In the model
there are 10 GATC sites in oriC, which
have to be stochastically activated before
oriC is ready for the next initiation. The
sites are activated with a certain
probability constant. This extremely
simplified mechanism would correspond to
the sequestration period. It does not
however incorporate SeqA, which was not
known of at the time, and the methylation
status of oriC. The model does not include
the binding of SeqA to hemimethylated
oriC and the mechanisms leading to
remethylation of oriC.
The model assumes the dnaA gene
to be autoregulated. For the initiator
titration model to work the dnaA gene
expression must be coupled to the overall
protein synthesis, the dnaA gene has to be
transcribed frequently and the dnaA
mRNA translated poorly. Finally the dnaA
gene must not be fully repressed.
The published model is not
presented together with the equations the

2 THEORY
The model we propose incorporates DnaA
as the initiator protein and its function in
chromosome copy number control. It
incorporates SeqA and methylation of oriC
as the mechanism to avoid overinitiation. It
also incorporates datA for titrating away
excess amounts of DnaA before oriC is
remethylated and in concert with SeqA
titration assuring synchrony. This model
has the purpose of explaining the question
of copy number control of chromosomes
and the synchronous and once-and-onlyonce phenotype of E. coli chromosomes.
A biological system can be
described either on a macroscopic or a
mesoscopic
level.
A
macroscopic
description assumes that the system is so
large that fluctuations are insignificant and
therefore average concentrations of the
components are used. In the case of
describing a cell macroscopically one
could think of the system as one giant cell,
which does not grow or divide, having an
infinite volume and an infinite population
of chromosomes. Instead of increasing the
volume exponentially and dependent on
time, the components are diluted at a rate
equal to the growth rate µ. In a mesoscopic
model, simulated with a Monte Carlo
method, reaction times for each reaction
are compared, committing to the reaction
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a response, represented in this model by
the plasmid concentration and the initiation
rate, respectively. In this model DnaA is
the link between the signal and the
response. DnaA senses the signal, the
concentration of plasmid, by binding to the
many DnaA binding sites on the plasmid.
At low concentrations of plasmid there are
few DnaA binding sites and therefore the
concentration of free DnaA will be high. A
higher concentration of free DnaA will
initiate oriC at a higher frequency, i.e. the
initiation rate is higher. So, the initiation
rate will sense the plasmid concentration,
through the concentration of DnaA, and
regulate it. This implies that no matter at
what concentration of plasmid you start,
DnaA will always, through the copy
number control mechanism, regulate the
number of plasmid copies to a steady-state
value.
The plasmid control mechanism
can be represented by the coupled
differential equations:

that happens first. The volume is increased
exponentially with time.
For small systems with finite
volumes, fluctuations can be so large that
they have to be taken into account. A cell
is obviously a small system, but a
macroscopic description may still be valid
under certain conditions, for example at
equilibrium.
Before the actual chromosome
model
is
investigated,
both
macroscopically and mesoscopically, a
simpler plasmid model is described. Its
purpose is to test if this type of positive
control system obeys the copy number
control mechanism.
2.1 The copy number control
mechanism
It is known that plasmids exhibit a copy
number control mechanism, but whether
bacterial chromosomes have a copy
number control mechanisms or not, is still
not clear. Experiments conducted by
Jensen et al.20 on minichromosomes, i.e.
plasmids with an integrated oriC, showed
that minichromosomes in high copy
numbers were capable of coexisting with
the bacterial chromosome. They therefore
suggested that minichromosomes as well
as chromosomes lack a copy number
control mechanism.
The minichromosomes however do
not have a titration mechanism that a
normal chromosome does. We suggest that
by titrating away free DnaA to a
chromosomal locus, which has a
concentration
proportional
to
the
chromosome concentration, the copy
number control mechanism might exist
also for bacterial chromosomes.
We have looked into a simple
macroscopic plasmid model, based on the
theory of copy number control (CNC) for
ColE1 and R1 plasmids by Johan Paulsson
and Måns Ehrenberg36. The plasmid has an
oriC site and also binding sites for titrating
away free DnaA proteins.
The idea of the copy number
control mechanism is to have a signal and

dy
= k I ( x ) y − µy
dt
dx
= q( xtot ) y − µx
dt
In this simple model, the plasmid,
y, consists of one single segment, oriC.
Initiation of replication is conducted from
this segment at an initiation rate, kI(x),
which is a function of the free
concentration of DnaA, x. At increasing
concentrations of x the initiation rate
increases and reaches a maximum value,
kI,max when the free concentration of DnaA
goes to infinity. DnaA binds cooperatively
with nD molecules to oriC and dissociates
with a dissociation constant, KD,oriC.
k I ( x) =
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k I ,max
 K D ,oriC
1 + 
 x





nD

The production of DnaA is a
function of the copy number of the dnaA
gene, which is equivalent to the copy
number of the plasmid, y. In this model we
have assumed the dnaA gene to be
autoregulated by the total concentration of
DnaA, xtot, with a production rate, q(xtot).
Assuming the dnaA gene to be
autoregulated by the free concentration of
DnaA would interefere with the copy
number control mechanism. A high
concentration of plasmid would result in a
low concentration of free DnaA, which in
turn would upregulate the dnaA gene,
increasing the free concentration of DnaA.
This would result in a run-away
replication. The dnaA gene must therefore
be autoregulated by the total concentration
of DnaA.
The production rate decreases with
increasing concentration of DnaA, when
xtot goes towards zero, q(xtot) goes towards
it maximum value, qmax. DnaA dissociates
from the repressor site with dissociation
constant Kauto.
q( xtot ) =

y (t + 1) = y (t ) + ∆t

DnaA is thought to bind to several
hundred DnaA boxes, titrating away excess
free DnaA and thereby lowering the
initiation potential. Free DnaA binds to
free binding sites (BS) with dissociation
constant KD,box. The concentration of free
BS are calculated by substracting the
concentration of complex from the total
concentration of BS, which are the number
of BS per plasmid, NDnaA, multiplied by the
concentration of plasmid:
K
→[C ]
[BS ] free + [x]←
[BS ] free + [C ] = N DnaA [y ]
[x] + [C ] = [x]tot
D , box

From
these
equations,
concentration of free DnaA can be
calculated and used in computing the
initiation rate. DnaA molecules bound to
oriC and to the dnaA gene are neglected,
since these are such small amounts of the
total DnaA pool.
An important property of a control
mechanism is how sensitive the response is
to a change in signal, corresponding here
to the initiation rate and the plasmid
concentration, respectively. A good model
is a model where a small change in
plasmid concentration generates a large
change in the initiation rate. The most
commonly used measure of sensitivity
amplification is the normalized change in
response as a function of change in signal:

q max
x
1 + tot
K auto

The system is diluted at rate µ,
which is a result of the theoretical volume
increase at rate µ:
V (t ) = V (0)e µt
The generation time is the time it
takes for the volume to double and is
calculated as:

τG =

dy (t )
dt

a r ,s =

ln 2

µ

s dr
r ds

Here the signal is the plasmid
concentration and the response is the
initiation rate:

The differential equations are
implemented using Euler’s method with
time step ∆t.

akI , y =
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y dk I ( x)
k I ( x) dy

This is easily calculated by using
the concentration of free DnaA, x, linking
kI(x) and y together:
akI , y = akI , x a x, y =

the plasmid leaves state y0 at rate kI(x) and
enters state y1 with the same rate, kI(x).
The plasmid becomes replicated and is
therefore increased with a factor 2. The
plasmid continues through the N+1 states
with the rate constant ktr.
In this model the sequestration
period is accounted for in a simplified way
by introducing a fictive sequestration time,
corresponding to 1/3 of the generation
time. During this time, DnaA cannot bind
to the corresponding plasmid states. The
total concentration of DnaA binding sites
is therefore calculated as the DnaA BS per
plasmid multiplied with the sum of the
concentrations of state y0 and the states
after sequestration has ended. The free
concentration of DnaA can thereafter be
calculated.

x dk I ( x) y dx
k I ( x) dx x dy

If |akI,y|>1, the model is defined as
ultrasensitive, which means that the model
is very sensitive in regulating the plasmid
copy number. A small change in the
plasmid copy number will produce a large
change in the initiation rate, adjusting the
system back to its steady-state.
2.2 Extending the plasmid model
To further test the copy number control
mechanism, the plasmid consisting of only
the oriC site, was divided into N+1 states,
where only the first state, y0,
corresponding to a ready-to-initiate state of
oriC, can initiate replication.

K
→[C ]
[BS ] free + [x]←
D , box

N

[BS ] free + [C ] = N DnaA ([ y0 ] + ∑ [ yi ])
[x] + [C ] = [x]tot

dy 0
= − k I ( x ) y 0 + k tr y N − µ y 0
dt
dy 1
= 2 k I ( x ) y 0 − k tr y 1 − µ y 1
dt
dy i
= k tr y i − 1 − k tr y i − µ y i
dt
N
dx
= q ( x tot )( y 0 + ∑ y i ) − µ x
dt
i = seqtime

i = seqtime

The dnaA gene is as before
assumed to be autoregulated by the total
concentration of DnaA, with a production
rate q(xtot). The dnaA gene is also affected
by the sequestration, causing the gene to be
active only during plasmid state y0 and the
states after sequestration. This together
with titration of DnaA to the DnaA boxes
lowers the initiation potential after an
initiation event, contributing to synchrony
and preventing overinitiations.

The initiation rate kI(x) is as before
a function of free DnaA, increasing with
increasing amounts of DnaA. The
transition rate, ktr, is the rate constant for
leaving state i and thereby entering state
i+1 and is assumed to be constant. When
the plasmid leaves state yN, it will enter
state y0 again and the plasmid is able to
initiate a new round of replication. This
type of model will give rise to an
oscillative behaviour of all the system
variables.
Before initiation, oriC is assumed
to be ready to initiate, so y0 is therefore the
only segment that is not zero. At initiation,

2.3 Implementing the plasmid model
stochastically
By implementing a system mesoscopically
instead of macroscopically the model takes
into account random fluctuations generated
in chemical reaction. Exponential growth
of the cell and cell division has also been
included in the mesoscopic model. The
system is simulated using the Gillespie15/
Monte Carlo method.
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The Gillespie algorithm has for
instructive purposes been exemplified with
this general system:

The reaction times are compared
and the reaction that happens first is the
one that is committed to. Depending on
which of the reactions are chosen the
corresponding state variables are changed.
In this model we use the total
reaction rate for the next reaction, not
knowing
which
reaction
actually
happened:

k1
∅ →
A
k2
B
∅ →
k3
A + B →
∅

where ∅ is empty set. A and B are made
from ∅ with reaction rate constants k1 s-1
and k2 s-1, respectively. A and B are
consumed with rate constant k3 M-1s-1.
The state transitions are:

τ=

Which of the reactions that
happened first is decided by drawing a
uniformly distributed random number,
between 0 and ∑rj. One rate at a time is
added to the previous rates. The first rate
that makes the sum of the rates larger than
the random number is the reaction that is
committed to.
Returning to our model and the
rates by which the states of the plasmid
model can be changed:

r
{# A, # B}→
{# A + 1, # B}
r
{# A, # B}→{# A, # B + 1}
r
{# A, # B}→
{# A − 1, # B − 1}
1

2

3

having the corresponding rates (s-1):
r1 = k1
r2 = k 2
r3 =

k 3 (# A)(# B )
N AΩ

r
{# y 0 , # y1 }→
{# y 0 − 1, # y1 + 2}
r
{# yi , # yi +1 }→
{# yi − 1, # yi +1 + 1}
0

i

NA is the Avogadro constant and Ω
is the volume of the cell.
The density functions for the time
to the next state transition are
exponentially distributed:
f1 (t ) = r1e

with the corresponding rates for i=1:N:
r0 = k I ( x)(# y 0 )
ri = k tr (# y i )

− r1

y0 is the number of ready-to-initiate
oriC and yi, i=1:N, are the N states the
plasmid goes through before returning to
state y0. kI(x) is the same initiation rate as
before and is a function of free amount of
DnaA and ktr is the transition rate between
states.
As described for the general
system, reaction times are calculated for
each reaction and the reaction that happens
first is the one committed to. If reaction 0
is chosen, the plasmid will replicate and
leave state y0, which will decrease with 1,
while state y1 increases with 2. If any of

f 2 (t ) = r2 e − r2
f 3 (t ) = r3 e − r3
The time to the next reaction, τ, is
sampled
from
the
corresponding
distributions F1(t), F2(t) and F3(t).
For example for the first reaction, τ
is randomly sampled from distribution
F1(t), where rand is a uniformly distributed
random number between 0 and 1:

τ=

ln(rand )
r1 + r2 + r3

− ln(1 − rand ) ln(rand )
=
r1
r1
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the other N reactions are chosen the
plasmid will transfer from state yi to state
yi+1.
Here, we assume the concentration
of total DnaA to be constant, i.e. we
assume the dnaA gene to be constitutively
active, as some biological experiments
have indicated8,28,32, and that the rate at
which DnaA is being produced equals the
rate at which DnaA is being diluted.
The amount of free DnaA is
calculated as in the macroscopic plasmid
model by substracting DnaA bound to BS
along the plasmid from the total number of
DnaA molecules. We have also assumed a
fictive sequestration period of 1/3 of a
generation time when DnaA binding is
excluded. The dnaA gene is however, in
this model, not affected by the
sequestration period.
The cell grows exponentially with
rate µ and is set to divide when the volume
has doubled. When the cell divides the
plasmids and plasmid bound DnaA
molecules are divided equally between the
daughter cells whereas the free DnaA
molecules are divided binomially.

The model is a macroscopic model
with state variables yim and yih, the
concentration of fully and hemimethylated
segment i, respectively, and zi, the
concentration of replication fork that has
travelled to segment i. We have chosen, for
simplicity, not to include unmethylated
segments, since they have no particular
role in replication of the chromosome. The
model is further simplified by only using
one replisome, starting in oriC and ending
in segment yN.
Before initiation the chromosome is
assumed to be fully methylated, i.e. all yim
segments have non-zero concentrations
while all yih segments have zero
concentrations.
Replication
of
the
chromosome can only be initiated from
fully methylated oriC, y0m, with initiation
rate kI(x). At initiation, new unmethylated
nucleotides are incorporated and the DNA
becomes
hemimethylated.
Fully
methylated oriC is converted to duplicate
hemimethylated oriC, y0h, at initiation rate
kI(x). The initiation rate is a function of the
concentration of free DnaA, x, increasing
with increasing concentration of free DnaA
and reaching a maximum kI,max when x
goes to infinity.
Free DnaA binds to oriC with
dissociation constant KD,oriC and nD
molecules of DnaA are assumed to bind
cooperatively to oriC at initiation. We have
not included any differences between the
two types of DnaA boxes present in oriC
in a biological cell, the 9-mer and the 6mer boxes. In this model, the only
prerequisite for initiation is that nD
molecules of DnaA binds to fully
methylated oriC.
The state variable, zi, shows the
concentration and position of the
replication fork traveling from one
segment to the next with a constant
replication rate constant kR. During
replication, fully methylated segments are
converted to duplicate hemimethylated
segments at rate kR times the concentration
of the replication fork in the previous
segment. The replication fork leaves the

2.4 The macroscopic chromosome model
To be able to incorporate the
hemimethylated and fully methylated
states of the chromosome and the action of
SeqA, a more complex model has to be
developed. A plasmid model is not capable
of showing the different methylation states
of the chromosome segments and the
actual replication, proceeding from one
segment to the next. This new model is
therefore an attempt to incorporate the
important mechanisms for assuring
synchronous initiations and preventing
overinitiations. The goal of the model is to,
as closely as possible, simulate a
chromosome in a biological cell.
The chromosome is divided into
N+1 segments, y0 to yN, representing
physical segments of the E. coli
chromosome,
where
segment
y0
corresponds to oriC.
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last segment at a constant termination rate
kT. The chromosome, DnaA and SeqA are
diluted at rate µ, corresponding to an
exponential volume increase with growth
rate µ.
Hemimethylated DNA is generally
remethylated within a few minutes.
Hemimethylated oriC, however, can stay
hemimethylated for up to 1/3 of a
generation time. This sequestration of the
hemimethylated state is due to the SeqA
molecule, here denoted s. SeqA binds to
hemimethylated GATC sites in oriC and
prevents
remethylation
by
Dam
methyltransferase. The methylation rates
are therefore different for oriC and the rest
of the chromosome.
At oriC, SeqA binds with
dissociation constant KS,oriC and we assume
nS
molecules
of
SeqA
binding
cooperatively to oriC. To other
hemimethylated
sites
along
the
chromosome SeqA binds in this model
noncooperatively and with dissociation
constant KS,hm. Both methylation rates,
km,oric(s) and km,DNA(s), decrease with
increasing concentrations of free SeqA,
decreasing to zero when SeqA goes to
infinity and reaching a maximum value,
km,max when SeqA is zero. The binding of
SeqA to DNA is not restricted to
hemimethylated DNA, even though this
binding has higher affinity than binding to
fully methylated DNA. We have therefore
also introduced a non-specific binding of
SeqA to fully methylated base pairs in
general. This binding is a low affinity
binding with a dissociation constant KS,fm
several orders higher than KS,hm and KS,oriC.
Biologically, when SeqA binds to
oriC it probably excludes binding of DnaA
because of physical hindrance. In this
model both DnaA and SeqA can
theoretically bind to oriC at the same time,
but at high concentrations of SeqA, oriC
does not get remethylated and can
therefore not be reinitiated. So, at a
maximum initiation rate, oriC will still not
be initiated if it has not yet been
remethylated.

We have assumed the total DnaA
concentration to be constant, i.e. the dnaA
gene is constitutively active with a
production rate equal to the dilution rate of
DnaA. To our knowledge, there has been
no research done on how the seqA gene is
regulated; we have therefore assumed the
concentration of total SeqA also to be
constant.
The
differential
equations
describing the system are as follows:
dy 0 h
= 2k I ( x) y 0 m − k m ,oriC ( s ) y 0 h − µy 0 h
dt
dy 0 m
= −k I ( x) y 0 m + k m ,oriC ( s ) y 0 h − µy 0 m
dt
dy ih
= 2k R z i −1 − k m, DNA ( s ) y ih − µy ih
dt
dy im
= k m, DNA ( s ) y ih − k R z i −1 − µy im
dt
for i=1:N.
dz 0
k I ( x ) y 0 m − k R z 0 − µz 0
dt
dz i
= k R z i −1 − k R z i − µz i
dt
dz N
= k R z N −1 − k T z N − µz N
dt
for i=1:N-1.
The concentration of completed
chromosomes is c and depends on the
concentration of the replication fork in the
last segment, zN, and the termination rate
kT:
dc
= k T z N − µc
dt
The initiation rate and the methylation
rates are calculated as follows:
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k I ( x) =

nD

 K D ,oriC 

1 + 
x


k m,max
k m,oriC ( s ) =
 s
1 + 
 K S ,oriC
k m, DNA ( s ) =

assures that DnaA is titrated away before
SeqA is and most importantly it will give
rise to the same binding pattern at any
growth rate. For example, a fast-growing
cell with a generation time of 20 minutes
will initiate a new round of replication
when the first one is still in progress, i.e.
all DnaA and SeqA binding sites would not
have been replicated and therefore the
number of binding sites per origin would
be different from a cell with a longer
generation time that has finished
replication before a new initiation. We
believe that this problem would give rise to
different initiation masses for different
growth rates, inconsistent with the constant
initiation mass, discovered by Donachie11.
We have therefore put all sites in these two
loci, biased towards oriC in order to assure
that they have become replicated before
the next initiation event in fast-growing
cells.
DnaA binds to the datA locus with
a dissociation constant, KD,box, which is
smaller than the dissociation constant for
oriC binding, KD,oriC. This means that
DnaA binds with higher affinity to the
datA locus than the oriC site, assuring that
the boxes will be filled before oriC binds
DnaA. The concentration of bound DnaA
is the same as occupied binding sites,
which can be easily calculated using the
system of equations below. The
concentration of free DnaA molecules is
thereafter calculated by substracting bound
DnaA from total DnaA.

k I ,max






nS

k m,max
s
1+
K S ,hm

DnaA binds, except to oriC, also to
its many binding sites (BS) on the
chromosome. According to the literature,
there are about 300 DnaA boxes dispersed
on the chromosome and five of these show
a much higher affinity for DnaA than the
other25. One locus, datA, shows an
exceptionally high affinity for DnaA and
can titrate about 370 molecules, compared
to 45 for the oriC-mioC region. The datA
locus is located at about 94 minutes on the
E. coli chromosomal map and is reached
by the replication fork about 8 min after
initiation. SeqA binds except to oriC, also
unspecifically to fully methylated DNA
and specifically to hemimethylated GATC
sites. The GATC sites are thought to be
dispersed along the chromosome but no
study has been done showing the exact
distribution of these sites. There is recent
research showing that GATC sites located
close to each other can induce binding of
free SeqA to the SeqA that is bound17. This
might give rise to GATC clusters having
the ability to titrate away large amounts of
SeqA. There is however no research
proving the existence of specific clusters.
For a model to be synchronous and
not overinitiating, DnaA must be titrated
away before SeqA is. This assures a low
initiation potential before SeqA binding
weakens and oriC gets remethylated. We
have in this model concentrated all binding
sites for DnaA to one locus positioned at
the datA site and all GATC sites to a
fictive cluster positioned a few segments
downstream from the datA locus. This

K
→[C ]
[BS ] free + [x]←
[BS ] free + [C ] = N datA [y datA ]
[x] + [C ] = [x]tot
D , box

The concentration of free SeqA
molecules is calculated in a similar way;
except that SeqA can bind to two different
binding sites, free hemimethylated GATC
sites and free fully methylated base pairs
(bp):
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K
→[C1 ]
[GATC ] free + [s ]←
K
[bp ] free + [s ]←
→[C 2 ]
[GATC ] free + [C1 ] = N GATC [yGATC ]
[bp ] free + [C 2 ] = N bp [ybp ]
[s ] + [C1 ] + [C 2 ] = [s ]tot

the cell cycles will overlap and the cells
will have 2, 4 or 8 origins. In this model
we have not included a D-period, since the
cell is not dividing. These cells will
therefore have overlapping cell cycles, or
in this case replication cycles, if the
generation time is less than the time
required for replication, i.e. 40 minutes.
This macroscopic chromosome
model is an attempt at describing the
initiation of chromosome replication
mathematically. The initiator dilution
model, developed by Hansen et al.18, was
at the time the most advanced model in this
area. The models have many differences
and some similarities. Table 1 summarizes
the assumptions of the two models and the
differences between them.

S , hm

S , fm

The amounts of DnaA and SeqA
binding to oriC are neglected when
calculating the free concentrations of
DnaA and SeqA.
The model obeys the copy number
control mechanism described earlier. The
concentration of total DnaA is kept
constant, while the free concentration
oscillates with the cell cycle. At a low
concentration
of
chromosome
the
concentration of DnaA binding sites is low,
leading to a higher concentration of free
DnaA, which is able to initiate
chromosome replication at a higher
frequency, adjusting the chromosome
concentration back to steady-state.
In summary, this chromosome
model is thought to mimic the biological E.
coli chromosome. It includes both fully
methylated and hemimethylated states of
the chromosome segments. Initiation is
only possible from a fully methylated oriC
and the replication is thereafter proceeded
with a constant replication rate constant.
oriC is sequestered by SeqA as soon as the
site becomes hemimethylated, thereby
inhibiting reinitiation. When reaching the
datA locus, excess free DnaA molecules
are titrated away, thereby lowering the
initiation potential. A few segments further
downstream, when reaching the GATC
cluster, free SeqA molecules are titrated
away, thereby lowering SeqA affinity for
oriC, resulting in remethylation of oriC.
The chromosome is constantly being
diluted, due to cell growth, decreasing the
concentration of DnaA binding sites. This
leads to an increase in the free
concentration of DnaA, a high initiation
rate, and a new replication cycle can begin.
In a biological cell with a
generation time less than the C+D-periods,
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Table 1. Assumptions and differences for the chromosome model and the model by Hansen et al.18

Assumptions/Differences

The macroscopic chromosome
model
nD=10, binding cooperatively.

Number of DnaA molecules
binding to oriC
DnaA binding sites and DnaA Located in the datA locus
binding
(segment 20/100), binding
NdatA=900 molecules. DnaA bound
to oriC and dnaA gene ignored
when calculating the free conc of
DnaA. DnaA stays bound during
replication.
DnaA affinity for oriC and
Higher affinity for datA locus
BS
(KD,oriC=100 nM) than oriC
(KD,box=1 nM).
Number of SeqA molecules
nS=5, binding cooperatively to
binding to oriC and other
oriC. One SeqA, binding nonGATC sites
cooperatively to other sites.
SeqA binding sites
Located in a GATC cluster
(segment 25/100), with
NGATC=10,000 binding sites (only
when hemimethylated). SeqA also
binds unspecifically to Nbp=4*106
base pairs (only when fully
methylated).
dnaA gene regulation
Assuming a constant conc of total
DnaA.
Methylation states of oriC

Replication forks

The initiator titration model18
Not given in the paper.
Distributed in a gradient, biased
towards oriC. DnaA bound to
oriC and dnaA gene included
when calculating the free conc of
DnaA. DnaA is pushed off during
replication.
Higher affinity for DnaA boxes
than oriC.
SeqA is not part of the model.
Not part of the model.

dnaA gene autoregulated, but the
model aims at keeping total DnaA
conc constant.
Fully and hemimethylated states of Not part of the model. Assumes
the chromosome segments.
that 10 GATC sites in oriC have
Ignoring unmethylated segments. to be stochastically activated with
Segment y0 has to be fully
a certain probability constant
methylated before next initiation. before next initiation.
Travels unidirectionally at rate
Not part of the model.
constant kR.
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The stochastic system is simulated
using the Gillespie15 algorithm, described
previously. The reaction times for the
different reactions are drawn from the
corresponding distributions. The times are
compared and the reaction that happens
first is chosen. The state variables are
changed depending on the reaction chosen.
If reaction 1 is chosen, oriC will
initiate replication and y0m will be
decreased with one copy and y0h be
increased with 2 copies. Reaction 2 will
convert one copy of the fully methylated
segment to be replicated to two copies of
the hemimethylated form of the same
segment. Reaction 3 and 4 will convert one
copy of the hemimethylated segment or
oriC to one copy of the fully methylated
form of the same segment or oriC. If
reaction 3 is chosen, the segment to
become remethylated is chosen at random
from
the
segments
that
are
hemimethylated.
The replication fork is an integer
number from 0 to N, keeping track of the
current position of replication. When a
replication fork reaches the last segment it
is taken out of play and starts moving
again when the next initiation takes place.
To account for the constant
initiation mass11 the volume at initiation is
different for cells growing at slow or fast
growth rates. The cell volume increases
exponentially and triggers cell division at
doubled volume. The hemi- and fully
methylated segments and bound DnaA and
SeqA are divided equally between the
daughter cells, but free DnaA and SeqA
are divided binomially. In cells with more
than one replication fork, one of the
replication forks is chosen at random to be
followed. The other disappears, because
we only follow a single cell at a time.
In this model cell division happens
when the cell volume has doubled, so the
D-period is in this model taken into
account. In fast-growing populations, with
generation times less than the C-period of
40 minutes, the cells will have overlapping
replication cycles. These cells will have

2.5 Implementing the chromosome
model stochastically
An attempt was also made in implementing
the chromosomal model as a mesoscopic
single cell model. This type of model does
not ignore the fluctuations created in
chemical reactions. It is not a description
of a population of chromosomes in an
infinite cell volume, but instead describes a
single chromosome in a single cell as well
as it includes the growth and division of
the cell.
This chromosome model is a
memory-less system, i.e. it only depends
on what state you are in now and what the
probabilities are of leaving the current state
and entering any of several new states. The
rates of the possible reactions for this
system are:
r1 = k I ( x) y 0 m
r2 = k R
N

r3 = k m , DNA ( s )∑ y ih
i =1

r4 = k m ,oriC ( s ) y 0 h
The first rate corresponds to the
initiation reaction, and depends on the
initiation rate, kI(x), which in turn is a
function of the amount of free DnaA. The
rate of the initiation reaction is zero if oriC
is not fully methylated. The second rate is
the rate of replicating a segment and is the
rate constant kR. A segment can only be
replicated if the segment before has
already been replicated. The current
position of replication is kept track of by
the position of the replication fork.
The third and fourth rates
correspond
to
methylation
of
a
hemimethylated segment and oriC,
respectively. The methylation rates,
km,oriC(s) and km,DNA(s), are dependent on
the concentration of free SeqA. The
equations for calculating the initiation and
methylation rates are given in the
macroscopic description of the model.
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more than one replication fork moving at a
time.
The total concentration of DnaA
and SeqA are kept constant. Replication of
the datA locus will titrate away several
hundreds of DnaA molecules, thereby
lowering
the
initiation
potential.
Replication of the GATC cluster,
positioned a few segments downstream of
the datA locus, will lower the
concentration of free SeqA, which in turn
weakens SeqA binding to oriC. Protection
is lost at oriC and it will become
remethylated, preparing for a new round of
replication. When enough free DnaA has
accumulated, through dilution of the DnaA
binding sites on the chromosome, the
initiation rate peaks and a new round of
replication will begin.

volume 10-15 l. The simulations are run for
30 hours with time step 0.05 s. As can be
seen from Figure 2, the plasmid
concentration settles at a concentration of
2.5 nM, and the total and free DnaA
concentrations at 2.5 µM and 15 nM,
respectively. The initiation rate goes to a
steady-state value of 1 s-1. The system is
quite robust in the sense that it will
regulate the plasmid copy number to its
steady-state value regardless of the initial
concentration of plasmid.
The sensitivity of the system was
analyzed by calculating the sensitivity
amplification, akI,y:

3 RESULTS

Using the parameters in Table 1 we
get a sensitivity amplification of akI,y=-133,
|akI,y|=133. This high value shows that the
system is extremely sensitive. The
sensitivity amplification is negative
because the initiation rate is negatively
regulated by the plasmid concentration, i.e.
a high concentration of plasmid represses
the initiation rate.
If we increase the number of DnaA
molecules binding to oriC at initiation,
from 10 to 15 molecules, the system gets
even more sensitive, with a sensitivity
amplification factor akI,y=-223. The
number of DnaA molecules actually
binding to oriC in a biological cell is not
completely clear, but is thought to be
somewhere around 10-15 molecules.
We conclude that this simple
plasmid model regulates the plasmid copy
number and is quite robust for changes in
the initial values of the parameters. The
model is also very sensitive and can
become even more sensitive if increasing
the number of DnaA molecules binding to
oriC.

The simulations were done
MATLAB Version 6.1.0.450.

akI , y =

using

3.1 The copy number control
mechanism
The main purpose of the first plasmid
model was to test if the copy number
control mechanism works for this type of
positive control system. The model
proposes that the plasmid copy number, y,
is controlled by the initiation rate, kI(x),
which in turn is a function of the
concentration of free DnaA, x.
By using the parameters in Table 2
we have a system, which regulates the
plasmid copy number and reaches steadystate. The parameter values are chosen in
some extent to what the estimates are in
the literature, but since those values may
not be of physiological significance, the
values are slightly changed to fit the
model.
The simulation is started with one
plasmid and 1000 molecules of DnaA,
corresponding to concentrations of 1.67
nM and 1.67 µM for a standard cell with
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y dk I ( x)
k I ( x) dy

Table 2. Parameters for simulating the plasmid copy number control system.

Parameter
Cell volume
Avogadro constant
Maximum initiation rate
Maximum DnaA production rate
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to oriC
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to DnaA BS
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to dnaA gene
# of DnaA molecules binding to oriC
# of DnaA binding sites
Growth rate

Symbol
Ω
NA
kI,max
qmax
KD,oriC
KD,box
Kauto
nD
NDnaA
µ

Value
10-15 L
6*1023
1000 s-1
4000 s-1
30 nM
0.4 nM
800 nM
10
1000
1 s-1

Figure 2. Simulation of the plasmid copy number control system. Parameters given in Table 1. Starting with 1
plasmid copy (1.6 nM) and 1000 molecules of total DnaA (1.6 µM). The system reaches a steady-state after
about 25 hours.
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estimate is not very precise. The literature
says there are about 300 boxes around the
chromosome, binding different number of
DnaA molecules. The datA locus, for
example, binds 370 molecules and there
are at least four other high affinity boxes.
Our estimate might therefore be
reasonable.
The dilution rate, µ, is chosen so
that the generation time is 45 minutes. The
transition rate, ktr, between plasmid states
is chosen so that the model will initiate a
new round of replication after 45 minutes,
corresponding to one generation time. As
can be seen in Figure 3 the components of
the system are oscillating with a cycle of
one generation time.
The dnaA gene is autoregulated
with dissociation constant Kauto for DnaA
binding to the repressor site. However, it is
not known whether autoregulation of this
gene is biologically significant or if it can
be substituted for a constitutively active
gene. We investigated this using this
plasmid copy number control system and
conclude that a constant concentration of
total
DnaA,
corresponding
to
a
constitutively expressed gene, regulates the
system equally well as an autoregulated
dnaA gene (Figure 4)
We conclude that the extended
model also obeys the copy number control
mechansim. By dividing the plasmid into
several different states, thereby restricting
initiation of replication to a short interval
in the cell cycle, the system starts
oscillating and reaches an oscillating
steady-state. The fictive sequestration
period of 1/3 of the generation time is
essential for the system to reach a steadystate. This model also shows that the dnaA
gene does not need to be autoregulated for
the system to work, but could be
substituted with a constant concentration of
total DnaA.

3.2 Extending the plasmid model
Figure 2 shows that the copy number
control mechanism of the plasmid model
allows the system to reach steady-state. To
extend the model, N+1 states were
introduced for the plasmid/oriC to be in,
instead of just one single state.
Only the first state, y0, can initiate
replication.
The
plasmid
initiates
replication with initiation rate kI(x), where
x is the free DnaA concentration.
Thereafter, the plasmid/oriC goes through
the N remaining states before returning to
state y0, and can initiate replication again.
To simulate a sequestration period
of 1/3 of a generation time, the first states
after initiation are not able to bind DnaA
due to a fictive binding of SeqA to oriC.
For a plasmid with a generation time of 40
minutes the first 13 (40/3) states, except
state y0, are not able to bind DnaA.
In a biological cell, the dnaA gene
is sequestered during the same time period
as oriC. We have therefore limited
activation of the dnaA gene to the period
when plasmid/oriC is not sequestered, i.e.
state y0 and states y14-y40. It can, however,
be shown that the sequestration period is
not significant for this model to work
properly. If we let the gene stay active
during all states the model works equally
well (results not shown).
The parameters used for the
extended plasmid model are given in Table
3. The parameter values are chosen partly
with respect to the scientific literature and
partly to what fits the model. For example
the dissociation constants for DnaA
binding to oriC, KD,oriC, and to DnaA
boxes, KD,box, are in the nanomolar range
and autorepressor binding to the dnaA
gene, Kauto, in the micromolar range. The
number of DnaA molecules binding to
oriC, nD, is here chosen to be 10,
corresponding to scientific data. The DnaA
binding sites, apart from oriC, are in this
model set to be 1080. The scientific
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Table 3. Parameters for simulating the extended plasmid model.

Parameter
Cell volume
Avogadro constant
Maximum initiation rate
Rate of transition btw states
Maximum DnaA production rate
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to oriC
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to DnaA BS
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to dnaA gene
# of DnaA molecules binding to oriC
# of DnaA binding sites
# of chromosome states
Growth rate

Symbol
Ω
NA
kI,max
ktr
qmax
KD,oriC
KD,box
Kauto
nD
NDnaA
N
µ

Value
10-15 L
6*1023
1.0 s-1
0.017 s-1
0.8 s-1
30 nM
4 nM
500 nM
10
1080
40
2.56*10-4 s-1

Figure 3. Simulation of the extended plasmid model. Parameters are given in Table 3. Starting with 1 plasmid
copy (1.6 nM) and 900 molecules of total DnaA (1.5 µM). The system is simulated at growth rate 2.56 *10-4 s-1,
corresponding to a generation time of 45 min. The system reaches an oscillating steady-state with cycles of one
generation time.
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Figure 4. Simulation of the extended model but with a constant concentration of total DnaA. Starting with 1
plasmid copy (1.6 nM) and a constant concentration of total DnaA (1.5 µM). The system is simulated at growth
rate 2.56 *10-4 s-1, corresponding to a generation time of 45 min. The system works equally well with a constant
concentration of DnaA compared to the autoregulated gene.

change in volume. The values of the
dissociation constants also change with
increasing volume.
Figure 5 shows a simulation with
the parameters from Table 4. The
simulation starts with one copy of the
plasmid state y0. Initiation begins
immediately and y0 decreases to zero.
After 45 minutes one generation cycle is
complete and the plasmid enters state y0
again to prepare for the next initiation. The
volume increases exponentially until the
volume has doubled after 45 minutes,
which will trigger cell division. The free
amount of DnaA will reach an oscillative
steady-state with peaks of about 1700
molecules around the time of initiation,
causing the initiation rate to peak at
initiation.
The mesoscopic model shows that
the copy number control system also works
when describing the sytem stochastically,
not ignoring the fluctuations generated in a
small single cell system. The system

3.3 Implementing the plasmid model
stochastically
The mesoscopic model describes a single
cell with a single plasmid copy from
initiation of replication until cell division.
The cell grows with growth rate µ and
divides at doubled volume. At division the
two plasmid/oriC copies and bound DnaA
molecules are divided equally between the
daughter cells. Free DnaA molcules are
divided binomially.
The parameters used for the
mesoscopic model are given in Table 4.
The system is simulated using the
Gillespie15 algorithm.
Since the model is a mesoscopic
model, the parameters are given in number
of molecules instead of average
concentrations. The total concentration of
DnaA is set to be constant at a
concentration of 1.5 µM, corresponding to
900 molecules, but the number of DnaA
molecules change with the exponential
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reaches an oscillating steady-state with
cycles of one generation time.
Table 4. Parameters for simulating the mesoscopic plasmid model.

Parameter
Initial cell volume
Avogadro constant
Maximum initiation rate
Rate of transition btw states
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to oriC
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to DnaA BS
# of DnaA molecules binding to oriC
# of DnaA binding sites
Concentration of total DnaA
# of chromosome states
Growth rate

Symbol
Ω
NA
kI,max
ktr
KD,oriC
KD,box
nD
NDnaA
x
N
µ

Value
10-15 L
6*1023
1 s-1
0.009 s-1
0.5 µM
0.1 µM
10
1100
1.5 µM
40
2.56*10-4 s-1

Figure 5. Simulation of the mesoscopic system with parameters from Table 4. The system reaches a steady-state
with cycles of one generation time. See text for details.

the chromosome, the actions of DnaA and
SeqA and their roles in keeping synchrony
and preventing overinitiations.
The model describes the initiation
of replication of a chromosome, consisting
of N+1 segments. The segments can be

3.4 The macroscopic chromosome model
The intention of developing a chromosome
model is to as closely as possible imitate a
biological chromosome. The model
includes the different methylation states of
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either
fully
methylated,
yim,
or
hemimethylated,
yih,
ignoring
unmethylated segments. Initiation starts at
fully methylated oriC, located in segment
y0, and is conducted at rate kI(x), where x
is the concentration of free DnaA
molecules.
When a segment gets replicated it
goes from a fully methylated to a
hemimethylated form. The segment can
thereafter become remethylated by Dam
methyltransferase at rate km,oriC(s) or
km,DNA(s), for oriC and the rest of the
chromosome, respectively. s is the
concentration of free SeqA molecules.
Remethylation of oriC is inhibited by
sequestration of oriC through high affinity
binding of SeqA to hemimethylated GATC
sites in oriC. At high concentrations of
SeqA, more SeqA binds to oriC and the
sequestration
period
is
prolonged.
Hemimethylated DNA in general also
binds SeqA and becomes sequestered; this
binding is however not as strong as oriC
binding and the sites are remethylated
faster. SeqA can also bind unspecifically to
fully methylated DNA, here denoted as
base pairs (bp).
The replication fork at segment i,
zi, travels with rate constant kR between
segments, and leaves the last segment, yN,
with termination rate constant kT. The
replication fork shows where on the
chromosome the replication takes place.
The number of segments used in this
model is 101, which is a relatively small
number compared to the millions of base
pairs the E. coli chromosome consists of.
The replication rate will therefore have
larger variance the further the replication
has proceeded.
DnaA binds, apart from oriC, also
to DnaA binding sites in the datA locus. In
a biological cell, DnaA binds to about 300
DnaA boxes distributed along the
chromosome, of which the datA locus
exhibits exceptional affinity for DnaA.
This locus titrates away about 370
molecules, thereby lowering the initiation
potential. In this model we have chosen to

put all DnaA binding sites in this single
locus, binding NdatA=900 molecules of
DnaA.
SeqA is the most important factor
for preventing overinitiation in a cell. After
initiation, oriC becomes hemimethylated
and attracts SeqA, which binds and
sequesters the hemimethylated form for up
to 1/3 of a generation time. This prevents
DnaA to initiate replication until oriC is
remethylated again. SeqA binds both to
GATC sites in oriC, to hemimethylated
GATC sites distributed along the
chromosome and unspecifically to fully
methylated DNA in general.
There is at present no research
explaining what leads to the sudden release
of SeqA from oriC and as a consequence,
Dam methylation. Two ideas are that either
Dam methyltransferase competes with
SeqA for binding to oriC or that free SeqA
is titrated away at the GATC sites along
the chromosome, thereby weakening the
binding to oriC. In this model we let SeqA
bind unspecifically to four million base
pairs on the E. coli chromosome as well as
to NGATC=10,000 sites. The distribution of
the GATC sites is not known but could be
either evenly distributed or in high affinity
clusters. In this model we have put all
GATC sites into one cluster.
For a model to be synchronous and
not overinitiating, the initiation potential
has to be lowered before oriC gets
remethylated. To accomplish this we
located the datA locus before the GATC
cluster, in segments 20 and 25 out of 100,
respectively.
We showed before that the
autoregulated dnaA gene could be
substituted for a constitutively active gene.
In this model we have chosen to use a
constant concentration of both DnaA and
SeqA, i.e. the production of the molecules
is equal to the dilution of them. The
concentration of DnaA and SeqA is set to
1.17 µM and 1.33 µM, respectively. These
values, for a cell with volume 10-15 l,
correspond to 700 and 800 molecules,
respectively.
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The parameters used in this model
are given in Table 5 and simulations with
generation times of 40, 60 and 20 minutes
are shown in Figure 6, 7, 8 and 9. The
same parameter set, except for the growth
rates, is used when simulating the system
for all three generation times.
Figure 6 shows a simulation with a
generation time of 40 minutes. These cells
will initiate a new round of replication just
after the previous has terminated. The cells
will therefore have non-overlapping
replication cycles. The simulation is started
with one fully methylated chromosome
copy. Fully methylated oriC, y0m, gets
initiated at initiation rate, kI(x), which is a
function of free DnaA. Segment y0m is at
initiation converted to two copies of
hemimethylated oriC, y0h. y0m is
remethylated at methylation rate km,oriC(s),
which is a function of free SeqA. y0h
decreases at methylation to zero, and stays
there until the next initiation event one
generation time later.
Figure 7 shows the same simulation
but with a longer generation time, 60
minutes. The system components oscillate
in the same way as in Figure 6, but here
with a cycle of 60 minutes. This shows that
the chromosome model, with the given
parameter set, works for both long and
short generation times.
Figure 8 and 9 show a simulation of
the chromosome model with a generation
time of 20 minutes. Since the generation
time is shorter than the replication time,
the cells will have overlapping replication
cycles. Figure 8 shows that the cells
initiate a new round of replication every 20
minutes, converting one copy of fully
methylated oriC into two copies of
hemimethylated oriC. The concentrations
of free DnaA and SeqA and the
corresponding initiation and methylation
rates vary accordingly.

Figure 9 shows the concentrations
of replication forks in segments 0 and 100
vary with time. Initiation of a new round of
replication is conducted when the
replication fork is in segment 0, oriC, and
replication is terminated when the
replication fork is in the last segment,
segment 100. The figure shows that there
is a new initiation every 20 minutes and
that the initiaion is synchronous, because
of the discrete peaks. The first termination
event is after 40 minutes of replication, the
C-period. So the first replication round will
be completed 20 minutes after the second
initiation of replication. Thus, the
replication cycles are overlapping.
As can be seen in Figure 9, the
peak for replication fork z100 is much wider
than the peak for z0. Since the replication
fork leaves each state exponentially the
variance is large. For every step the
variance of the time leaving the state is
added to the previous variance. The
variance of the time leaving the last
segment is therefore considerably larger
than the variance of the time leaving the
first segment. The large variance is a result
of the few segments we divided the
chromosome in. The more steps added, the
smaller is the variance of the time window
for each step.
We have with this chromosome
model showed that it is possible to develop
an advanced mathematical chromosome
model for the initiation of chromosome
replication. The model incorporates both
the
initiator
protein
DnaA,
the
sequestration of oriC by SeqA, the
methylation status of oriC and the titrating
mechanism for both DnaA and SeqA. The
model initiates replication synchronously
for cells with generation times ranging
from 20 minutes to 60 minutes and it does
not show any signs of overinitiating.
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Table 5. Parameters used in the simulation of the macroscopic chromosome model.

Parameter
Cell volume
Avogadro constant
Maximum initiation rate
Rate of replication
Rate of termination
Maximum methylation rate
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to oriC
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to DnaA BS
Dissociation const of SeqA binding to oriC
Dissociation const of SeqA binding to GATC sites
Dissociation const of SeqA binding to base-pairs
# of DnaA molecules binding to oriC
# of SeqA molecules binding to oriC
# of DnaA binding sites in datA locus
# of SeqA binding sites in GATC cluster
# of base-pairs in E. coli genome
Concentration of total DnaA
Concentration of total SeqA
# of chromosome segments
Slow growth rate (60 min generation time)
Intermediate growth rate (40 min generation time)
Fast growth rate (20 min generation time)
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Symbol
Ω
NA
kI,max
kR
kT
km,max
KD,oriC
KD,box
KS,oriC
KS,hm
KS,fm
nD
nS
NdatA
NGATC
Nbp
[DnaA]tot
[SeqA]tot
N
µ
µ
µ

Value
10-15 L
6*1023
10 s-1
0.42 s-1
0.01 s-1
0.01 s-1
100 nM
1 nM
3 nM
4 nM
50 µM
10
5
700
10000
4*106
1.17 µM
1.33 µM
100
1.92*10-4 s-1
2.88*10-4 s-1
5.75*10-4s-1

Figure 6. Simulation of the macroscopic chromosome model with a generation time of 40 minutes. The figure
shows the number of fully and hemimethylated oriC copies, the concentration of free DnaA and the
corresponding initiation rate, and finally the concentration of free SeqA and the corresponding methylation rate
at oriC. See text for more details.

Figure 7. Simulation of the macroscopic chromosome model with a generation time of 60 minutes. The figure
shows the number of fully and hemimethylated oriC copies, the concentration of free DnaA and the
corresponding initiation rate, and finally the concentration of free SeqA and the corresponding methylation rate
at oriC. See text for more details.
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Figure 8. Simulation of the macroscopic chromosome model with a generation time of 20 minutes. The figure
shows the number of fully and hemimethylated oriC copies, the concentration of free DnaA and the
corresponding initiation rate, and finally the concentration of free SeqA and the corresponding methylation rate
at oriC. See text for more details.

Figure 9. The concentrations of replication forks in segment 0 and 100, respectively. Simulation with a
generation time of 20 minutes. The first initiation (replication fork z0) starts at time 0 and the second round of
initiation after 20 minutes. The first round of replication will be terminated (replication fork z100) after 40
minutes. The replication cycles will therefore be overlapping. The simulation also shows that the initiations are
synchronous, because of the discrete peaks every 20 minutes. See text for more details.
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minutes. For cells growing at this
generation time, previous replication
cycles will be finished before the next
initiate, and the replication cycles will be
non-overlapping. Since the model is
stochastic, i.e. not ignoring the fluctuations
generated in the system, the timing of
events is not perfect and each simulation
will look different from the others. The
simulation is initiated with one copy of a
fully methylated chromosome, which is at
initiation converted to two hemimethylated
oriC copies. The replication proceeds until
the replication fork reaches the last
segment, segment 100, and is taken out of
play. The next replication cycle is initiated
approximately one generation time, 50
minutes, after the first.
Figures 12 and 13 show a
simulation of the model for cells with a
generation time of 35 minutes. These cells
will have overlapping replication cycles,
and will have three replication forks
moving at the same time. The simulation is
started with a chromosome that has started
its replication 5 minutes into the mother
generation. The replication proceeds until
segment 100 is reached, then the
replication fork drops off. 5 minutes before
the first replication cycle is complete the
two new origins will be initiated. The
model is synchronous, because both
replication forks 2 and 3 initiate at
approximately the same time. When the
cell volume has doubled the cell divides
and only one of the daughter cells is
followed. One of the replication forks is
randomly chosen to be followed and the
other one disappears.
In conclusion, this mesoscopic
chromosome model is a functioning model
for simulating the replication of the E. coli
chromosome. With the given parameter set
it works for cells with either long or short
generation times. For fast-growing cells
multiple origins will be initiated
synchronously and only once per
generation.

3.5 Implementing the chromosome
model stochastically
The single cell model was developed as a
test to see if it is possible to develop a
functioning stochastic chromosome model.
It takes into account the fluctuations
generated in chemical reactions and also
the exponential growth and division of the
cell.
The system consists of four
reactions, representing the four different
reaction events that can take place during
chromosome replication: initiation of oriC,
replication of a segment and methylation
of a segment and oriC.
Reaction times are calculated for
each reaction and are compared to each
other. The reaction that happens first is the
one committed to. The state variables are
changed depending on the reaction chosen.
The initial volume is different for fast and
slow growth rates to account for the
constant initiation mass. The volume is
increased by an exponential eµt, where µ is
the growth rate and t is the time until the
chosen reaction. The cell divides at
doubled volume.
The datA locus and the GATC
cluster are positioned in segment 20 and
25, respectively. This will assure that the
initiation potential has decreased enough
before the SeqA proteins are titrated away
and that the binding site pattern will be the
same for both fast and slow growing cells.
The parameter values used for this
model are given in Table 6. The program is
simulated for two different growth rates,
corresponding to generation times of 50
and 35 minutes. We have chosen these
particular generation times to show that the
stochastic chromosome model works for
generation times both below and above 40
minutes, giving overlapping and nonoverlapping
replication
cycles,
respectively.
Figures 10 and 11 shows a
simulation of the mesoscopic chromosome
model for the longer generation time, 50
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Table 6. Parameters used in simulating the mesoscopic chromosome model.

Parameter
Initial cell volume for slow growth
Initial cell volume for fast growth
Avogadro constant
Maximum initiation rate
Rate of replication
Rate of termination
Maximum methylation rate
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to oriC
Dissociation const of DnaA binding to DnaA BS
Dissociation const of SeqA binding to oriC
Dissociation const of SeqA binding to GATC sites
Dissociation const of SeqA binding to base-pairs
# of DnaA molecules binding to oriC
# of SeqA molecules binding to oriC
# of DnaA binding sites in datA locus
# of SeqA binding sites in GATC cluster
# of base-pairs in E. coli genome
Concentration of total DnaA
Concentration of total SeqA
# of chromosome segments
Slow growth rate (50 min generation time)
Fast growth rate (35 min generation time)
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Symbol
Ω
NA
kI,max
kR
kT
km,max
KD,oriC
KD,box
KS,oriC
KS,hm
KS,fm
nD
nS
NdatA
NGATC
Nbp
[DnaA]tot
[SeqA]tot
N
µ
µ

Value
1.0*10-15 L
1.2*10-15 L
6.0*1023
1 s-1
0.42 s-1
0.01 s-1
1 s-1
8.0 nM
3.0 nM
1.0 nM
3.0 nM
50 µM
10
5
960
14000
4*106
1.0 µM
1.1 µM
100
2.3*10-4 s-1
3.3*10-4 s-1

Figure 10. Simulation of the mesoscopic chromosome model for cells with a generation time of 50 minutes. The
figure shows the number of fully and hemimethylated oriC copies, the concentration of free DnaA and the
corresponding initiation rate, and finally the concentration of free SeqA and the corresponding methylation rate
at oriC. The first initiation takes place at about 10 minutes and the second about 50 minutes later. See text for
more details.

Figure 11. Simulation of the mesoscopic chromosome model for cells with a generation time of 50 minutes. The
figure shows the position of the single replication fork. The first replication begins at about 10 minutes and ends
40 minutes later. The second replication round starts about 50 minutes after the first. See text for more details.
The second figure shows the volume change and cell division.
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Figure 12. Simulation of the mesoscopic chromosome model for cells with a generation time of 35 minutes. The
figure shows the number of fully and hemimethylated oriC copies, the concentration of free DnaA and the
corresponding initiation rate, and the concentration of free SeqA and the corresponding methylation rate at oriC.
The simulation is started when oriC is remethylated. The second initiation round starts about 15 and 20 minutes
later, followed by the third 35 minutes after the second. See text for more details.

Figure 13. Simulation of the mesoscopic chromosome model for cells with a generation time of 35 minutes. The
figure shows the position of the three replication fork. The first replication has already begun in the previous
generation and ends 30 minutes into the simulation. The second replication round of the two new origins starts
before the first round is complete. Replication forks 2 and 3 starts at about the same time, i.e. the initiations are
synchronous. At cell division one replication fork is lost and the other is renamed to rf1. The second figure
shows the volume change and cell division. See text for more details.
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study the dam mutant, incapable of
methylating the chromosome, we would
have to face the problem with
unmethylated segments.
Segment 0, corresponding to oriC
can be initiated only if it is fully
methylated and the initiation rate increases
with increasing concentration of free
DnaA.
The
segments
become
hemimethylated as the replication fork
passes by and are remethylated with a
methylation rate that increases with
decreasing concentration of free SeqA.
In a biological cell, when oriC
becomes
hemimethylated
and
is
sequestered by SeqA, it cannot be initiated,
probably due to overlapping binding sites
for DnaA and SeqA. In this model, SeqA
binding to oriC does not exclude DnaA
binding to oriC per se, but as long as oriC
is in the hemimethylated form initiation
will not happen, due to the set up of the
differential equations.
There are different opinions, in the
scientific
literature,
whether
the
concentration or amount of DnaA is
constant or not. The dnaA gene is thought
to be autoregulated, but it has been
suggested
that
the
physiological
concentration of DnaA might be too low
for the gene to be significantly
autoregulated8. The gene can therefore be
substituted for a constitutively active one.
We have in this model chosen to use a
constitutively active gene, providing a
constant concentration of total DnaA. A
constant concentration of total DnaA can
through the copy number control
mechanism regulate the chromosome copy
number towards steady-state.
Free DnaA is titrated away when
the datA locus is replicated, thereby
lowering the initiation potential. SeqA
binds to hemimethylated GATC sites,
located in this model in a GATC cluster,
lowering the concentration of free SeqA.
The affinity of SeqA to oriC becomes
weakened and oriC is remethylated.
DnaA binding sites are in a
biological cell distributed around the

4 DISCUSSION
One of the purposes of developing
functioning chromosome models is to
investigate the tight regulation of initiation
of chromosome replication. Sometimes
experiments may not reveal the underlying
mechanism and the complexity of
regulation. Then a mathematical model
might help. No model has ever before
described the initiation mechanism in its
complexity, including DnaA, SeqA and the
methylation of oriC. The model we have
developed
initiates
replication
synchronously and and does not show any
signs of overinitiations.
The starting point for developing
the chromosome model was to investigate
the role of DnaA in regulating the copy
number through the copy number control
mechanism. The plasmid models we
developed showed that DnaA can regulate
the copy number of the plasmids,
contradictory to the results by Jensen et
al.20.
We thereafter continued to the
macroscopic chromosome model. It was
developed with the intention of as closely
as
possible
imitate
a
biological
chromosome of E. coli cells. The modelled
chromosome consists of N+1 segments.
The number of segments should ideally be
in the order of several millions,
corresponding to the number of nucleotides
in the E. coli genome. It would however
not be feasible when simulating a
“computer chromosome”, so we limited
the number of segments to 101, including
the segment for oriC. The more segments
used however, the less the uncertainty in
each time window, and therefore the
process will be more exact.
In the model, the chromosome
segments can be either fully methylated or
hemimethylated,
ignoring
the
unmethylated form. Excluding the
unmethylated form simplifies the model
significantly, but does not affect the model
mechanisms. If, however, we would like to
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chromosome, with five sites, having higher
affinity than the others, especially the datA
locus, showing exceptional affinity for
DnaA. We have therefore, for simplicity
and for the model to be synchronous, only
taken into account the datA locus. The
datA locus is, in a biological cell,
replicated about 8 minutes after initiation.
This corresponds to locating it in segment
20/100, which is what we have done in this
model.
The distribution of GATC sites and
their affinity for SeqA in a biological cell
is not completely known. There is however
new research showing that GATC sites
positioned close together, thereby letting
the bound SeqA proteins interact with each
other, are able to induce binding of free
SeqA molecules to the bound SeqA. This
might form higher order structures17. There
may, therefore, exist a GATC cluster
similar to ours that titrates away much
higher amounts of SeqA than all the other
sites. We chose to position the GATC
cluster in position 25. This particular
choice has no coherency to the scientific
literature. We reason that the GATC
cluster has to be replicated after the datA
locus in order for the initiation potential to
go down before oriC gets remethylated. It
can also not be put too far downstream
because it has to be replicated within one
generation time, also for fast-growing
cells. By having all sites concentrated to
these two loci and positioning them close
to oriC, the binding pattern for DnaA and
SeqA will be the same at the time of the
next initiation for all growth rates. This
might be crucial for maintaining a constant
initiation mass. It would be interesting to
further investigate the importance of the
two loci. Question to be asked might be
how far from oriC the datA locus and the
GATC cluster can be positioned for the
model to function correctly and if the
initiation mass is in fact affected by the
postion of the datA locus.
The values of the rate constants and
dissociation constants used in the models
are chosen considering the values given in

the scientific literature. The physiological
significance of the experimental values can
however be questioned, since most
experiments are done in vitro and under
special conditions, so we have therefore
changed the values to best fit our models.
In the macroscopic chromosome
model the time required for cell division,
the D-period, is ignored. In the
macroscopic model the growth of the cell
is represented, not with a change in
volume, but by dilution of the system
components at a rate equal to the growth
rate. The macroscopic cell will therefore
never divide.
In the mesoscopic model the cell is
set to divide at doubled volume, dividing
the chromosome copies and bound
molecules equally and the free molecules
binomially. The D-period is thereby a part
of the model. We have chosen to only test
the mesoscopic model for generation times
below and above the time required for
replication. This shows that the model, for
the same parameter set, can have both nonoverlapping and overlapping replication
cycles.
The chromsome model we have
developed is the most realistic and
advanced model constructed in this area. It
shows the synchronous initiations of
replication and the mechanisms following
initiation, preventing the origins to
reinitiate. The model is, besides just
serving its purpose of being a functioning
mathematical description of one of the
most studied systems in biology, also a
valuable tool for studying the E. coli
chromosome replication. The model can in
just a few moments elucidate the outcome
of for example mutating a gene involved in
the chromosome replication before the
actual experiments are done. This can save
both time and resources.
It also sheds light on the question
of how the initiation synchrony is actually
maintained. By the help of our model we
can conclude that titrating away DnaA
before SeqA is essential for keeping
synchrony.
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However, before the chromosome
model is complete it has to be investigated
further,
both
theoretically
and
experimentally. Especially the mesoscopic
variant needs to be improved to match the
robustness and growth rate independency
of the macroscopic model. This could for
example be done by increasing the number
of segments the chromosome is divided
into, incorporating the regulation of the
activity of DnaA and using better
parameter estimates. To test the reliability
and correctness of the models, they must
also be compared to experimental results
for several known mutants.

At last I would like to thank
family for supporting me through
academic studies and attending
presentation. And thank you, Henrik,
being my loving boyfriend!
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